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Abstract— Missing data imputation is an important issue in learning from incomplete data. Various techniques have
been developed with great successes on dealing with missing values in data sets with homogeneous attributes (their
independent attributes are all either continuous or discrete). We propose a new setting of missing data imputation that
is by imputing missing data in data sets with heterogeneous attributes thus by contributing both continuous and
discrete data. We propose two consistent estimators for discrete and continuous missing target values. Then mixture
kernel based iterative estimator and spherical kernel based iterative estimator is advocated to impute mixed-attribute
data sets.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Missing data is a common problem for data quality. Rate of less than 1% missing data is generally considered trivial,
1-5% manageable. However, 5-15% requires sophisticated methods to handle, and more than 15% may severely impact
any kind of interpretation [17]. Several methods have been proposed in the literature to treat missing data. Missing data
imputation aims at providing estimations for missing values by reasoning from observed data. Because missing values
can bias the impacts on the quality of learned patterns or/and the performance of classifications, missing data imputation
has been a key issue in learning from incomplete data. Various techniques have been developed with great successes on
dealing with missing values in data sets with homogeneous attributes (their independent attributes are all either
continuous or discrete). However, these imputation algorithms cannot be applied to many real data sets, such as
equipment maintenance databases, industrial data sets, and gene databases, because these data sets are often with both
continuous and discrete independent attributes [21]. This paper studies a new setting of missing data imputation, i.e.,
imputing missing data in mixed-attribute data sets.
Imputing mixed-attribute data sets can be taken as a new problem in missing data imputation because there is no
estimator designed for imputing missing data in mixed attribute data sets. The challenging issues include such as
 How to measure the relationship between instances in a mixed-attribute data set.
 How to construct hybrid estimators using the observed data in the data set.
 Impute the missing values.
 Check the accuracy of filled dataset.
To solve these problems, this research proposes a nonparametric iterative imputation method based on a mixture
kernel for estimating missing values in mixed-attribute data sets. It first constructs a kernel estimator to infer the
probability density for independent attributes in a mixed-attribute data set. And then, a mixture of kernel functions (a
linear combination of two single kernel functions, called mixture kernel) is designed for the estimator in which the
mixture kernel is used to replace the single kernel function in traditional kernel estimators. These estimators are referred
to as mixture kernel estimators. Based on this, two consistent kernel estimators are constructed for discrete and
continuous missing target values, respectively, for mixed-attribute data sets. Further, a mixture-kernel-based iterative
estimator is proposed to utilize all the available observed information, Including observed information in incomplete
instances (with missing values) [3].The proposed algorithm is experimentally evaluated in terms of root mean squared
error (RMSE), classification accuracy and the convergence speed of the algorithm, compared with extant methods, such
as the nonparametric imputation method with a single kernel, the nonparametric method for continuous attributes, and
frequency estimator (FE). These experiments were conducted on UCI data sets and a real data set at different missing
ratios.
II. PATTERN OF MISSING VALUE
The pattern of missing values as per Little and Rubin [11] classified into three categories.
1. Missing completely at random (MCAR): This is the highest level of randomness. It occurs when the probability of
missing value for an attribute does not depend on either the observed values or the missing data.
2. Missing at random (MAR): When the probability of missing of an instance having a missing value for an attribute may
depend on known values, but not on the value of the missing data itself.
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3. Not missing at random (NMAR): When the probability of an instance having a missing value for an attribute could
depend on the value of that attribute.
III. REASONS BEHIND MISSING VALUE
We extract data from different heterogeneous sources. These data sets are collected at central repository. When we
collect these data from different sources data may be missing due to following reasons.
 Due to lack of response.
 Measurements not made by human.
 Machine error.
 Equipment malfunction.
 Inconsistent with recorded data.
 Data may not be considered important.
 History of data not registered.
 By corruption in transmission or storage.
 Data collection not done properly.
 Mistakes due to data entry operator.
 Unanswered questions.
IV. RELATED WORK
A. Treatment of Missing Data
1. Ignoring and Discarding Data: These methods determine the missing data on each instance and delete those instances.
Other thing is determining each attribute/instances and remove that whole attribute/instances which having high level of
missing data. This method is applicable only when the dataset is MCAR.
2. Parameter Estimation: This method is used to find the parameters for the complete data. This method uses the
Expectation-maximization algorithm for handling the parameter estimation of the missing data.
3. Imputation Technique: This is one kind of procedure in which replaces the missing values based on estimated values.
B. Research into Missing Value Imputation
To impute missing value, commonly used techniques are as follows:
1. Parametric Regression Imputation Methods
The parametric methods, such as linear regression [10], [11], and [12], are superior while the data set are adequately
modelled. However, in real applications, it is often impossible to know the distribution of the data set. Therefore, the
parametric estimators can lead to highly bias, and the optimal control factor settings may be miscalculated.
2. Non Parametric Regression Imputation Methods
For this case, nonparametric imputation method [13], [14], [15] can provide superior fits by capturing the structure of
the data set. However, these imputation methods are designed for either continuous or discrete independent attributes.
For example, the well-established imputation methods in [9], [15] are developed for only continuous attributes. And
these estimators cannot handle discrete attributes well. Some methods, such as C4.5 algorithm [13], association-rulebased method [16], and rough-set-based method [17], are designed to deal with only discrete attributes. In these
algorithms, continuous attributes are always makes discrete before imputing. This possibly leads to a loss of useful
characteristics of the continuous attributes. There are some conventional imputation approaches, such as [6], [1], and [11],
designed for discrete attributes using a “frequency estimator” in which a data set is separated into several subsets or
“cells.” However, when the number of cells is large, observations in each cell may not be enough to non parametrically
estimate the relationship among the continuous attributes in the cell. When facing with mixed independent attributes,
some imputation methods take the discrete attributes as continuous ones, or other methods are used.
However, all the above methods were designed to impute missing values with only the observed values in complete
instances, and did not take into account observed information in incomplete instances. On the other hand, all the above
methods are designed to impute missing values one time. John et al. [4] thought that iterative approaches impute missing
values several times and can be usefully developed for missing data imputation. Zhang et al. [5] thought it is necessary to
iteratively impute missing values while suffering from large missing ratio. Hence, many iterative imputation methods
have been developed, such as the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm which is a classical parametric method.
Zhang et al. [5] and Caruana [7] proposed nonparametric iterative methods but based on a k-nearest neighbourhood
framework. In this paper, the proposed iterative imputation method is a nonparametric model specially designed for those
data sets with both continuous and discrete attributes, which is based on a kernel regression imputation framework.
C. Kernel Function Selection
Kernel function is popularly used in building imputation models, such as [15], [8] and [3], denoted by kernel
imputation. When kernel imputation method is employed to impute missing values, it usually consists of two parts:
kernel function selection and bandwidth adjustment. During the process for selecting kernel functions, what we need to
consider is not only the ability to learn from the data (i.e., “interpolation”), but also the ability to predict unseen data (i.e.,
“extrapolation”). For example, a global kernel (such as the polynomial kernel) has better extrapolation abilities at lower
order degrees, but requires higher order degrees for good interpolation. A local kernel (such as the RBF kernel or
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Gaussian kernel) has good interpolation abilities, but fails to provide longer range extrapolation. Jordan [18]
demonstrated that a mixed kernel, a linear combination between poly kernel and Gaussian kernel, gives the extrapolation
and interpolation much better than either a local kernel or a global kernel. In this paper, a mixture of kernels is employed
to replace the single kernel in continuous kernel estimator.
V. SYSTEM DESIGN
A. Non-Parametric Iterative Imputation Method
A Non-Parametric Iterative Imputation Method is proposed for imputing missing values in mixed attribute data sets.
Definition 1 and 2 gives discrete and continuous kernel function respectively [3]. Definition 3 gives mixture kernel
function [8]. Definition 4 and 5 construct two consistent kernel estimators are designed for both continuous and discrete
missing target values in mixed attribute data sets. Definition 6 and 7 construct Iterative kernel estimator is designed for
both continuous and discrete missing target values in mixed attribute data sets. Then Definition 8 gives iterative mixture
kernel estimator is designed to utilize all the available information’s in the incomplete instance.
Definition 1. Discrete kernel function
The discrete kernel function is as follows:
d
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Definition 2. Continuous kernel function
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kernel, i.e., positive definite kernel.
Definition 3. Mixture kernel function
With integrating the discrete and continuous kernel functions, a mixture kernel function is constructed as follows:
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Where h  0 and   0 (  , h is the smoothing parameter for the discrete and continuous kernel functions,
respectively), and K h, ,ix is a symmetric probability density function.
Definition 4. Estimator for Missing Continuous Attribute
The kernel estimator, m(x), for continuous missing target values m(x) for data sets with mixed independent attributes
is defined as follows:
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Definition 5. Estimator for Missing Discrete Attribute
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Definition 6. Iterative Kernel Estimator for Continuous Target Attribute
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Definition 7. Iterative Kernel Estimator for Discrete Target Attribute
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Definition 8. Iterative Kernel Estimator for Discrete Target Attribute
q
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2  , a linear mixture kernel function is defined as follows:
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B .Single Kernel Imputation
1. Polynomial Kernel Imputation
The Polynomial kernel is a non-stationary kernel. Polynomial kernels are well suited for problems where all the
training data is normalized. As a global kernel, the polynomial kernel is good at capturing general trends and
extrapolation behavior. A global kernel has better extrapolation abilities and it requires higher order degrees for good
interpolation. The extrapolation behavior of the model becomes erratic and shows sudden increases or decreases in the
response surface when the value of q is too high. So, a lower degree for the polynomial kernel may be chosen. Target
Variable.
2. RBF Kernel Imputation
A local kernel such as the RBF kernel or Gaussian kernel has good interpolation abilities, but fails to provide longer
range extrapolation. The Gaussian kernel is an example of radial basis function kernel. Since the RBF-kernel is a very
powerful kernel for modeling local behavior, it will not need much of its effects in order to see a huge improvement in
the model.
C. Mixture Kernel Imputation
A global kernel (such as the polynomial kernel) can present better extrapolation at lower order degrees, but need
more higher order degrees for receiving a good interpolation. And a local kernel has better interpolation, but fails to
provide stronger extrapolation. They also demonstrated that a mixture of kernels can lead to much better extrapolation
and interpolation than using either the local or global kernels [18]. A single kernel is usually used for continuous target
variables in traditional imputation techniques. Whereas Mixture Kernel replaces the single kernel in continuous missing
attribute estimator.
VI. ALGORITHM DESIGN
NIIA (Nonparametric Iterative Imputation Algorithm) method is designed for imputing iteratively missing target
values [16]. The NIIA method imputes missing values several times until the algorithm converges. First iteration, all
complete instances are used to estimate missing values. The information within incomplete instance is utilized since the
second iteration. In the first iteration of imputation in the NIIA algorithm, all the missing values are imputed using the
mean for continuous attributes and the mode for discrete ones. Using the mean (or mode) of an attribute to replace
missing values is a popular imputation method in machine learning and statistics. Imputing with the mean (or mode) will
be valid if and only if the data set is chosen from a population with a normal distribution. This is usually impossible for
real applications because the real distribution of a data set is not known in advance. On the other that a single imputation
cannot provide valid standard errors and confidence intervals, since it ignores the uncertainty implicit in the fact that the
imputed values are not the actual values. Therefore, running extra iteration imputations based on the first imputation is
reasonable and necessary for better dealing with the missing values.
//the first imputation
FOR each MVi in Y
t
MV =mode  rinY  ; //if Y is a discrete variable

s

i
t

MV i

=mean

 s inY  ; //if Y is a continuous variable
r

END FOR
//t-th iteration of imputation (t>1)
t=1;
REPEAT
t++
FOR each MVi in Y
t
t 1
MV = MV , pε Sm, p=1… m, p≠i
i

i

t
MV i is got based on definition 6 //if discrete variable

MV i is
t

got based on definition 7 //if continuous variable

END FOR
UNTIL
| CAt-CAt-1 |  ε // if discrete variable
Convergence or cycling //if continuous variable
//finishing the iterative imputation
OUTPUT
//t is iterative times
//Completed dataset;
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VII.
PROPOSED METHOD
The main purpose of the proposed system is to impute the missing values in a mixed attribute data set. Initially a
nonparametric iterative imputation method is presented. In this method kernel functions for the discrete attributes and
continuous attribute are studied and then a mixture kernel function is proposed by combining a discrete kernel function
with a continuous one. Further an estimator is constructed based on the mixture kernel.
The higher order kernel here we propose for missing value estimation is spherical kernel and polynomial kernel.
These kernels provide maximum functionalities on higher dimensional space. Here we are proposing new mixture kernel
function i.e. spherical kernel function is in linear combination with polynomial kernel. In another method mixture kernel
function i.e. spherical kernel function is in linear combination with RBF kernel. These mixture kernel functions provide
better extrapolation and interpolation.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND RESULT
We considered several data sets from real applications and data sets taken from the UCI data set in [7] (see Table 1)
in this section. Some of the data sets taken from UCI repository are completed data sets. For experimental purpose we
generate some missing value in the percent of 10,20,30,40 for each data set.
TABLE I
DATA SET USED FOR EXPERIMENTS
Name
No of Attribute
No of instances
Auto-mpg
Housing
Abalone
annealing
Vowel

26
14
8
38
10

205
506
4177
798
528

The proposed method is evaluated with some traditional algorithm like Frequency estimator (FE), polynomial kernel,
and RBF kernel. The result demonstrates that the proposed approach is better than these existing imputation methods in
terms of classification accuracy and root mean square error (RMSE) at different missing ratios.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a consistent kernel regression has been proposed for imputing missing values in a mixed-attribute data
set. The mixture kernel- based iterative nonparametric estimators are proposed for better extrapolation and interpolation.
This kernel function used in this method utilizes all available observed information, including observed information in
incomplete instances to impute missing values, whereas existing imputation methods use only the observed information
in complete instances. The experimental results have demonstrated that the proposed algorithms outperform the existing
ones for imputing both discrete and continuous missing values. Missing values filled with better accuracy leads to better
results.
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